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An Innovative Auto Component Ancillary

About the Company  
ASK Automotive Limited (ASK) is one of the largest manufacturers of brake-shoe and advanced 
braking (“AB”) systems for two-wheelers (“2W”) in India with a market share of approximately 
50% in FY23 in terms of production volume for original equipment manufacturers (“OEMs”) and 
the branded independent aftermarket (“IAM”), on a combined basis.  ASK has three decades 
of track record in supplying critical safety systems and complex precision solutions. ASK has 3 
technical collaborations and 1 joint venture with leading global players and operates through 17 
state of the art manufacturing facilities in India.  

Long-standing relationship with both Indian and Global OEM players
ASK been serving each of the top six 2W OEMs in India ^ that have a market share of ~93% in 
the 2W industry. They have been successful in developing customer relationships and supply 
to EV based 2W OEMs in India such as TVS, Ather, Hero MotoCorp, Greaves, Bajaj and Revolt. 
ASK is developing complex critical safety systems and solutions for globally customers such as 
Stanley Black & Decker, Polaris, and MTD Products with exports to 12 countries in FY23. 

Diversified revenue segments
ASK have grown to have an established presence as an AB manufacturer in India, scaled the 
ALP solutions significantly, and have recently entered the SCC business illustrating abilities 
to diversify the business. They intend to similarly expand the capabilities and introduce low 
pressure die-casting (“LPDC”) and gravity die-casting (“GDC”) in addition to our existing high 
pressure die-casting (“HPDC”) capabilities at their manufacturing facility Bhiwadi, Rajasthan. 

Continuous Technology and Innovation process driving growth
ASK have a demonstrated track record of developing technologically advanced products through 
its strong in house R&D and design centre as per the requirements of customers as technology 
and innovation play a critical role in the development of our safety systems and critical engineering 
solutions for both EV and ICE sectors. ASK entered in EV sector in FY21 to complement the product 
suite and achieve through our comprehensive suite of power train-agnostic products. EVs are 
gaining interest globally, including in India, and their sales are growing faster than ICE vehicles 
across the 2W, 3W and PV sectors. The 2W EV sector penetration is expected to reach 24% to 
26% by FY28 overall and expected to grow at a CAGR of 55% between FY23-28. 

Financials in Brief
On the financial front, the company reported a turnover of Rs 1544 Crs, Rs2013 Crs and Rs2555 
Crs for FY21, FY22 and FY23 respectively, on a consolidated basis. It posted net profit of Rs 106 
Crs, Rs83 Crs and Rs 123 Crs respectively for the aforementioned period. Revenues registered a 
CAGR of ~28% while profit was lower FY21-23 at 7.6% with variation in net margins. The revenue 
split between the three major business is ABS(41.8%), ALPS(38.9). Wheel Assembly (13.8%) and 
SCC (3.5%) for FY23 and each of the business segments is exploring strong growth opportunities. 

Our View
ASK is led by a first-generation entrepreneur with a strong professional management, 
demonstrating strong growth and efficient use of capital with a competitive advantage as it 
seeks to grow its business over the next few years. Its key business ABS has high entry barriers 
with extensive and detailed vendor approval process of suppliers by OEMs, proprietary material 
formulations and technological prowess with various product lines being developed for the 3W, 
4W and CV segments which will continue to drive the growth momentum in its business. Its 
ALS division is witnessing growth in ICE and EV segments by introducing value added solutions 
for customers and has a strong pipeline of new products for domestic and exports market to 
benefit from the growing the Indian automotive industry. ASK will continue to grow better than 
the industry able to diversify its product basket, offer new solutions for existing products and 
increase the content per vehicle for its products. Therefore we recommend a SUBSCRIBE to 
the issue.
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IPO Details
Price Band (Rs)  268-282 

Face Value (Rs)  2 

Issue Open/Closing Date   07-Nov-23/09-Nov-23  

Fresh Issues (Crs)  834.0 

OFS (Crs)*  -   

Total Issue (Crs)*  834.0 

Minimum Bid Qty. (Nos)  53 

QIB / HNI / Retail 50%/15%/35%

Implied Market Cap (Rs Crs)*  5,559 

*At higher band

Object of the Issue

 f Achieve the benefits of listing of equity shares 
enhancing visibility and brand image.

Strengths
 f Largest manufacturer of 2W Advanced Braking 

Systems in India with market share of 50% in 
OEMs.

 f Long standing customer relationships with both 
Indian and Global OEM Players.

 f Power train agnostic products offerings with a focus 
on EV and Exports. 

 f Diversify product offerings in the AB systems and 
ALP solutions categories and expand addressable 
market.

Key Risk
 f Adverse changes in the two-wheeler automotive 

sector.

 f Sharp increase in commodity prices.

Shareholding (%) Pre-Issue Post-Issue
Promoters 100.0 85.0

Others 0.0 15.0

Key Financials
(Rs Crs) FY21 FY22 FY23

Revenues 1,544 2,013 2,555

EBITDA 186 171 236

EBITDA Margin (%) 12.1 8.5 9.3

PAT 106 83 123

PAT Margin (%) 6.9 4.1 4.8

EPS (Rs) 5.2 4.1 6.2

RocE (%) 21.5 16.1 20.3

RoE (%) 17.1 13.1 19.2

NAV (Rs.) 30.6 31.3 32.6

Networth 622 632 644

Total Borrowings 84 175 328

Source: RHP
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Exhibit 1: Our Business Segments

Source: Company

Exhibit 2: Long-standing relationship with both Indian and Global OEM players 

Source: Company
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Exhibit 3: The table below sets forth the impact of the transition from ICE to EV for AB systems, ALP solutions and SCC products in the 2W 
market:

Source: RHP, CRISILReport

Exhibit 4: AB Systems – Brake panel assembly, brake shoes, disc brake pad, brake lining

Source: RHP
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Exhibit 7: 2W production volume

Source: RHP,  SIAM, CRISIL MI&A

Exhibit 5: ALP solutions

Source: RHP

Exhibit 6: SCC –Choke cable, clutch cable, brake cable, speedometer cable, throttle cable, seat lock cable, fuel cable

Source: RHP
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Exhibit 8: Share of key export destinations (Fiscal 2023)

Source: RHP, Directorate General of Foreign Trade (“DGFT”), CRISIL MI&A

Exhibit 9: Segment-wise domestic 2W share

E: Expected
Source: RHP,  SIAM, CRISIL MI&A

Exhibit 10: Regulatory timeline and its impact on prices

Source: RHP,   Industry, CRISIL MI&A
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Exhibit 11: Market Share for e-2W in Fiscal 2023

Source: RHP, VAHAN, CRISIL MI&A

Exhibit 12: Auto component production split by vehicle categories

P: Projected
Source: RHP,  CRISIL MI&A

Exhibit 13: Advanced automotive braking systems market size between Fiscal 2023 and Fiscal 2028P

Source: RHP,  CRISIL MI&A
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Exhibit 14: Automotive braking systems market size for 2Ws and 3Ws between Fiscal 2023 and Fiscal 2028P

AM includes original equipment spares (OES), independent aftermarket (“IAM”) and unbranded segments
Source: RHP,  CRISIL MI&A

Exhibit 15: Aluminium lightweighting precision solutions market size between Fiscal 2023 and Fiscal 2029P

Source: RHP,  CRISIL

Exhibit 16: Aluminiumlightweighting precision solutions market size for 2Ws between Fiscal 2023 and Fiscal 2028P

Source: RHP, CRISIL MI&A
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Disclaimer:
Reliance Securities Limited (RSL), the broking arm of Reliance Capital is one of the India’s leading retail broking houses. Reliance Capital is amongst India’s leading and most valuable 

financial services companies in the private sector. Reliance Capital has interests in asset management and mutual funds, life and general insurance, commercial finance, equities and 

commodities broking, wealth management services, distribution of financial products, private equity, asset reconstruction, proprietary investments and other activities in financial services. 

The list of associates of RSL is available on the website www.reliancecapital.co.in. RSL is registered as a Research Analyst under SEBI (Research Analyst) Regulations, 2014

General Disclaimers: This Research Report (hereinafter called ‘Report’) is prepared and distributed by RSL for information purposes only.  The recommendations, if any, made herein are 

expression of views and/or opinions and should not be deemed or construed to be neither advice for the purpose of purchase or sale of any security, derivatives or any other security 

through RSL nor any solicitation or offering of any investment /trading opportunity on behalf of the issuer(s) of the respective security(ies) referred to herein. These information / opinions / 

views are not meant to serve as a professional investment guide for the readers.  No action is solicited based upon the information provided herein. Recipients of this Report should rely 

on information/data arising out of their own investigations. Readers are advised to seek independent professional advice and arrive at an informed trading/investment decision before 

executing any trades or making any investments. This Report has been prepared on the basis of publicly available information, internally developed data and other sources believed by 

RSL to be reliable. RSL or its directors, employees, affiliates or representatives do not assume any responsibility for, or warrant the accuracy, completeness, adequacy and reliability of such 

information / opinions / views. While due care has been taken to ensure that the disclosures and opinions given are fair and reasonable, none of the directors, employees, affiliates or 

representatives of RSL shall be liable for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, consequential, punitive or exemplary damages, including lost profits arising in any way whatsoever from the 

information / opinions / views contained in this Report. 

Risks: Trading and investment in securities are subject to market risks. There are no assurances or guarantees that the objectives of any of trading / investment in securities will be achieved. 

The trades/ investments referred to herein may not be suitable to all categories of traders/investors. The names of securities mentioned herein do not in any manner indicate their prospects 

or returns. The value of securities referred to herein may be adversely affected by the performance or otherwise of the respective issuer companies, changes in the market conditions, 

micro and macro factors and forces affecting capital markets like interest rate risk, credit risk, liquidity risk and reinvestment risk.  Derivative products may also be affected by various risks 

including but not limited to counter party risk, market risk, valuation risk, liquidity risk and other risks. Besides the price of the underlying asset, volatility, tenor and interest rates may affect 

the pricing of derivatives. 

Disclaimers in respect of jurisdiction: The possession, circulation and/or distribution of this Report may be restricted or regulated in certain jurisdictions by appropriate laws. No action 

has been or will be taken by RSL in any jurisdiction (other than India), where any action for such purpose(s) is required. Accordingly, this Report shall not be possessed, circulated and/

or distributed in any such country or jurisdiction unless such action is in compliance with all applicable laws and regulations of such country or jurisdiction. RSL requires such recipient to 

inform himself about and to observe any restrictions at his own expense, without any liability to RSL. Any dispute arising out of this Report shall be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the 

Courts in India.

Disclosure of Interest: The research analysts who have prepared this Report hereby certify that the views /opinions expressed in this Report are their personal independent views/opinions 

in respect of the securities and their respective issuers. None of RSL, research analysts, or their relatives had any known direct /indirect material conflict of interest including any long/short 

position(s) in any specific security on which views/opinions have been made in this Report, during its preparation. RSL’s Associates may have other potential/material conflict of interest 

with respect to any recommendation and related information and opinions at the time of publication of research report. RSL, its Associates, the research analysts, or their relatives might 

have financial interest in the issuer company(ies) of the said securities. RSL or its Associates may have received a compensation from the said issuer company(ies) in last 12 months for the 

brokerage or non brokerage services.RSL, its Associates, the research analysts or their relatives have not received any compensation or other benefits directly or indirectly from the said 

issuer company(ies) or any third party in last 12 months in any respect whatsoever for preparation of this report. 

The research analysts has served as an officer, director or employee of the said issuer company(ies)?: No

RSL, its Associates, the research analysts or their relatives holds ownership of 1% or more, in respect of the said issuer company(ies).?: No

Copyright: The copyright in this Report belongs exclusively to RSL. This Report shall only be read by those persons to whom it has been delivered. No reprinting, reproduction, copying, 

distribution of this Report in any manner whatsoever, in whole or in part, is permitted without the prior express written consent of RSL.

RSL’s activities were neither suspended nor have defaulted with any stock exchange  with whom RSL is registered. Further, there does not exist any material adverse order/judgments/

strictures assessed by any regulatory, government or public authority or agency or any law enforcing agency in last three years. Further, there does not exist any material enquiry of 

whatsoever nature instituted or pending against RSL as on the date of this Report.

Important These disclaimers, risks and other disclosures must be read in conjunction with the information / opinions / views of which they form part of. 

RSL CIN: U65990MH2005PLC154052. SEBI registration no. (Stock Broker: INZ000172433, Depository Participants: CDSL IN-DP-257-2016 IN-DP-NSDL-363-2013, Research Analyst: 

INH000002384); AMFI ARN No.29889.
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